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Spatial Distributions of Individual Traps in a Si/SiO2 Interface
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We have investigated individual traps in the Si/SiO2 interface by observing random telegraph
signals (RTSs). The traps having energy levels within a few fuT of the Ferrni level can capture or
emit single electrons, and become sources of RTSs. We report the first investigation of spatial dis-
tributions of single-carrier traps in a MOSFET with a double gate structure. We observe RTSs
with changing bias voltages on two lower gates, and show that their variations describe the spatial
distributions of the individual traps.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Si/SiO, interface or thermally oxidized silicon
contains many kinds of traps or charges such as inter-
face traps and fixed oxide charges. These traps or
charges play a crucial role in device operations. When
an empty trap captures a single carrier, either the car-
rier nurnber in the channel region changes roughly by
one or mobility changes since the charged traps become
Coulomb scatterers. This variation in carrier number
or mobility causes a variation in the source-drain con-
ductance. In a shallow trap, the alternate capture and
emission of carriers causes telegraph switching of the
output at random intervals. These signals are known as
random telegraph signals (RfSs;."r1 Since device
miniaturization reduces the number of electrons in the
active region, even a single trap can significantly de-
grade device performance. Thus, it has become increas-
ingly important to characterize the traps.

Although processing technology has improved sig-
nificantly, traps and their production mechanisms are
not yet completely understood. Various electric-
transport methods have been investigated for carrier
traps. Capacitance transients have been used to deter-
mine the thermal activation energy of the trap level as
well as its concentration.s) Another electronic meas-
urement method has been investigated by Ralls et al.
which uses RTSs caused by capture and emission of a
single carrier at the trap in the Si/SiO2 interface.2) The
temperature dependence of the dwell time reveals
thermal activation energy for individual trapping. In
these experiments, only the traps beneath the gate re-
gion were measurable; their spatial locations could not
be deterrnined.l-r)

In this contribution we demonstrate that the loca-
tions of the traps in the Si/SiOz interface can be de-
termined by observing RTSs. We identify 3 traps and
their positions. We also estimate the thermal activa-
tion energy for each trap from temperature dependence
of the dwell time.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RNSUT,TS

Our device is a double gate, n-channel Si-MOSFET
where a narrow channel can be defined electrically.
Figure L shows a schematic view of the device. The
Si(100)/SiO2 interface was defined by therrnal process
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at 950'C. A poly-Si lower gate and a Ti/Au upper gate
are separated by a 70 nm CVD-SiO, layer. Annealing
was carried out in H, at 450 oC after CVD. The upper
gate, positively biased to Vv :0.6 V, induces an in-
version layer in p-type Si substrate. Two lower gates,
biased to V1, and Vls respectively, form the narrow
channel in the inversion layer. The width and length of
the slit between in the two lower gates are about 0.3
pm and 0.1- pm respectively. The current was measured
with a constant source-drain voltage of 3.0 mV at a
temperature of 4.5 K.

The current through the narrow channel is meas-
ured with changing Vp for fixed Vu : -5.0 V (Figure
2). The current oscillates aperiodically with Vp. Tem-
perature dependence of the oscillations and I-V charac-
teristics reveal that successive increments of single
electrons into conducting islands causes aperiodic Cou-
lomb blockade.6) These islands may be formed by po-
tential fluctuations due to the charged traps in the vi-
cinity of the Si/SiO2 interface. Besides these oscilla-
tions, current "bumps" occur at several voltages (Vu:
-5.36 and -4.66 V), interrupting the smooth character-
istics. At the "bumps", the current spontaneously
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Figure 2. Current through narrow channel with chang-
ing Vrp for Vu : -5.0 V. Sweeping rate of Vp is A.25
V/min. Random telegraph signals are observed at Vu
- -5.36, -4.66 V (shown by arrows). Inset: Time de-
pendence of the current at V1p- -5.85 V.

switches between two current states with random in-
tervals (inset, Figure 2). The average dwell tirne <rnia?
id the high current state or <rra? in the low current
state is several milliseconds. This signal is known as a
random telegraph signal (RTS). These RTSs comprise
two kinds of fluctuations. One is the fluctuation in the
phase of CB oscillations. The total island charge changes
by r fractional charge induced by the trapped charge.
The other fluctuation is in the amplitude of the CB oscil-
lations. The trapped charges modify the potential height
of the tunnel barrier by their Coulomb potential, result-
ing in the variation of the tunnel conductance. The CB
effect makes the RTSs large enough to overcome meas-
urement noise level. The RTS amplitude relative to the
total current reaches up to 30 % and 36 Yo for RTS at
Vu: -5.36 V and at -4.66 V, respectively.

Slower trappings than sweeping rate of V1s may
cause a steplike change in the current and even cause
hysterisis characteristics in the current for up and
down sweeping of. V1s. These slow trappings stochasti-
cally change the gate voltages where RTS occurs. In
the present measurement, we did not observe such slow
trappings. However, in other samples slow trappings
were frequently observed and rnade characterizing in-
dividual traps difficult since the gate voltages at RTS
changed for each sweeping of gate voltage.

We also rneasured the current through the narrow
channel with changing Vyfor various Vle (Figure B(a)).
The points where the curent fluctuations are larger
than measurement noise level (la pA) are plotted in a
(Vr,, Vp) plane (Figure 3(b)). This clearly shows the
distributions of RTSs. The ( I/rr, V1) values at RTSs
are related to the energy levels of the traps. The set of
points, which consists of RTSs caused by a specific trap,
forms a line in the (Vrn Vp) plane. Each line has a
different dependence on V7, or V1p. For RTS f 1, small
changes (AVrr) in V1, from the initial position, for ex-
ample, (Vrn Vr) : (-5.0, -4.66 V) do not affect the
occurrence of RTS; however, small changes (AV1s) of.
Vrocaure the RTS to disappear. This indicates that the
energy level of the trap, causing RTS #1, is easily
shifted by Vrurather than Vs. These variations sugg-
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Figure 3. Gate voltage dependence of RTSs. (a) Cur-
rent veryu: V11 foy equally spaced Vry from - .a (top)
!o .5.6 V- (bottom). Each curve is offset for clarity. (b)
Points where current fluctuations are larger than 14 pA
are plotted as a function of V1, for different V,s. RTSs
are indicated by the dense clouds of points.

g_est that the trap causing RTS fL exists near gate L2.
Here, RTS f2 shows the same behavior as RTS 91,
1nd the trap causing RTS ff2 also exists near gate L2.
On the other hand, the trap level causing nfS #B
change drastically when Vlris varied, and islnsensitive
to V1s This shows that the trap causing RTS fB exists
near gate LL.

At the intersection of RTS f 1 and #B ((Vrn Vru) :
(-4.44, -4.68 V)), three level RTSs were obsei.'ed-' tn
contrast to prior experimentst't), there was no correla-
tion between the two RTSs. This suggests that the trap
glglirg RTS #1 is located fa.r from the trap causing
RTS fB and supports the above explanations-

3. DISCUSSION

As mentioned in the previous section, the slope of
the_line (AVLslAVl) in Fig. 3(b) shows the sensitivity
of the trap level for the variation in V11or Vp. We wiil
estimate the x position of the traps from this slope us-
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ing a sirnple rnodel, where .ris the direction perpendicu-
lar to the narrow channel (Fig. 1(b)). We assurne that
the variation in the conduction band along the x axis in
the slit depends linearly on Vs or V76 the variation in
the trap level linearly depends on the distance from the
gate to the trap. For the first order approximation, this
assumption is valid for our system. The distance.r from
the gate Ll to the trap can be given by

x _4Vr,,
W-x LV,

where W is the width of the slit, which is 0.3 pm for our
device. The estimated values are listed in Table L.

Traps are located near the lower gate. Since the
potential change near the gate is larger than that in the
center of the slit when the gate electrode is biased
negatively, the traps near the gate are preferably ob-
served. Here, the y positions of the traps are not clear.
Another split gate will give additional information
about the y positions of the traps.

Table 1. Measured parameters (defined in text) of
individual traps.

RTS No. .r (pm) AE^,u(meY\ AE,^,"(meY\
0.28
0.27
0.02

2.9
1.0

< 1.0 < 1.0

4. CONCLUSION

Individual traps in the Si/SiO2 interface have been
studied by observing random telegraph signals in a
double gate, n-channel Si-MOSFET. We found B traps
within the 0.3 pm slit between two lower gates, and
they have a characteristic dependence on the gate bias
on the lower gate. The dependences of the trap levels
on the gate voltages reveal the r positions of the indi-
vidual traps. The activation energy of each trap was
also estimated from the temperature dependence of its
dwell time.
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Each RTS has its own characteristic activation en-
ergy, which defines the dwell times of RTS and the ob-
servation ternperature range. In the same manner as
Rall's experiment3), <rntgn> and <16,- for RTS #1-g
depends exponentially on inverse temperature. From
the slope of such plots, the activation energy is given
bv

M r,rr,^
d ln < 1ugh,to, >

ご
(′kBD

The obtained values are also listed in Table L. As far as
we know, a trap whose activation energy is of the order
of several meV in a Si/SiO, interface has not yet been
reported. Lower temperature measurement can confirm
the traps with lower activation energies.
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